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REMARK CONCERNING A THEOREM ON EIGENVECTORS OF 
BOUNDED LINEAR OPERATORS 
BY 
J. J. SEIDEL 
(Communicated by Prof. A. C. ZAANEN at the meeting of December 18, 1965) 
In a lecture [l) A. J. STAM communicated the theorem stated below and 
proved it with probability methods. In the preceding paper [2) STAM 
published his result with a proof along other lines. Meanwhile the author 
found a proof that is contained in the present remark. 
Theorem. Let A, B and C be linear mappings of a normed linear 
space X into itself such that 
A= J.,B +ftC, 0 < J., < l, 0 < fl < l, J., + fl = l; BC = C B; 
[[A[[= [[B[[ = [[C[[ = l. 
Then Ax=x, x EX, implies Bx=Cx=x. 
The proof consists of the following steps. 
l. [[Bx[[ = [[Cx[[ = [[x[[. 
Pro of. [[x[[ =[[Ax[[= [[J.,Bx + tJCx[[ < J.,[[Bx[[ + tJf[Cx[[ < (}., + tJ)f[x[[ = [[x[[. 
2. ffi:~o I;:'~o am, n BmCnx[[ = [[xffi:~o I;:"~o am, n if all am, n > 0. 
Proof. Given positive integers M, N and positive numbers am,n we 
can find M', N', bm•,n•>O and ck;;;.O such that for all; and 7J 
holds. Now using this for ; = 7J = l and also 
[[ I:;~o I;:','~o bm•, n' Bm' Cn'x [[ < I:;~o I;:','~o bm•, n' [[x[[ 
and 
we conclude 
The reversed inequality is trivial. 
3. Put P=A(B-A)=tJ(A-C). For any ,x>O there exists a positive 
integer p such that AP+,xP2Ap-2 can be written as a polynomial in B 
and C with nonnegative coefficients. 
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Proof. (cf [3] p. 277). 
with 
AP + 1XP2 AP-2 = ( 1 + 1X,U2)AP- 21X,u2 AP-10 + 1X,U2 AP-2Q2 = 
= ( 1 + 1X,U2) !f~o (f) (,uO)i ().B)P-i + 
- 21X,U !f~1 (f.:"l) (,uO)i ().B)P-i +IX !f-2 (f.=-i) (,uO)i ().B)P-i = 
- ~p (p- 2)! /( ") ( O)i ().B)P-i 
- ki~oi!(p-i)! ~ .U 
f(i) = (1 +1X,U2)p (p -1}- 21X,U (p -1)i+ IXi (i -1). 
The discriminant of this quadratic form in i is positive for sufficiently 
large p. 
4. Px=O. 
Proof. From 3. and 2. it follows that for any IX> 0 we have 
whence 
[[P2x[[ = II P2x + ~ - ~II < ~ [[x[[. 
This implies P2x = 0. Since for any positive integer q 
holds we conclude that Px=O. 
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